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INTRODUCTION . . .

The New Culture
By MARVIN GARSON

This is an educational issue.
We are experiencing an American
Revolution.
We are not experiencing a
"breakdown of law and order"; we are not
experiencing "student revolt"; we are not
experiencing "black militancy."
It is revolution.
The Revolution is not good; it is
not bad.
It is upon us.
It is not disintegrating; it is not
repressible; it is not yet at its peak.
It will be with us for a long time.
No one will be untouched by its
effects.
The normally unperturbable LIFE
magazine told its middle class readers last
year:
"... it is plain that we are living in
profoundly revolutionary times. There is
anger; there is a growing mood of violence;
there are organized revolutionaries on
campuses and in ghettos. None of them has
come close to jeopardizing the safety of the
government; but they have rocked some of
the most sensitive institutions in the U.S.,
in particular the universities whose
brainpower is vital to the functioning of an
increasingly technological society. Activists
of the Students for a Democratic Society,
yippies and other white revolutionary
groups have forced universities, for
instance, to loosen their ties with the
military and have proved more than once
that they can shut down the universities
altogether. They have turned campuses into

devastated battlegrounds; they have
engaged police in bloody battles in city
streets; they have besieged the Pentagon
and belittled Congress in its own halls.
Never in the history of this country has a
small group, standing outside the pale of
conventional power, made such an impact
or created such havoc."
The importance of the topic has
lead us to devote the entire contents of this
issue to The Revolution. As Malcolm X put
it in 1964:
"It was stones yesterday, Molotov cocktails
today; it will be hand grenades tomorrow
and whatever else is available the next day.
The seriousness of this situation must be
faced up to. You should not feel that I am
inciting someone to violence. I'm only
warning of a powder-keg situation. You can
take it or leave it. If you take the warning,
perhaps you can still save yourself. But if
you ignore it or ridicule it, well, death is
already at your doorstep."
I f the world around us seems
tranquil and progressive it is only because
we exist in an environment of contrived
passivity.
As we become aware of the turmoil
each of us will be forced to examine our
personal values, assumptions and beliefs.
Many of us have begun this process already;
others will begin it soon.
All of us will be taking a number of
successive stances with regard to The
Revolution.
It is our intention to examine some
of its most prominent aspects. This issue
attempts to provide information as to what
is happening and what some of the
challenges and opportunities are.

On the one hand, joyful revolutionary visions. But on the
other, hesitation and confusion: "What is the real issue? What do we do
next?" "What does it mean?"
The movement in Berkeley used to take its ideological
direction from the Marxist groups (YSA, ISC, PL, etc.). But with
People's Park, the movement left its intellectual leaders sitting in a
cloud of dust while it roared up the road on its own. The Marxists say:
"The park is a side issue—the real issue is repression." They also talk
about "Seizure of state power", "Democratic control of the means of
production". and so on. No one takes them seriously enough to argue
with them.
Suddenly we are left without our familiar sense of history.
Good. Now we can sharpen our sense of the Present. Don't try to
understand the history of Western Civilization unless you can first
understand all the history that's played out between one blink of our
eyes and the next.

HISTORY IS NOW

Waiting in line. Reading a newpaper. Balancing your check
book. Taking a test. Listening to a speech. Catching a plane. Opening a
package. Answering the phone.
Don't get hung up on what the speaker says through the
bullhorn, or how much the xclerk rings up on the cash register, or what
are the right answers to the test. The big issue is the bullhorn itself, the
cash register itself, the test itself. Whenever you forget the big issue,
you get caught in the system.

THE SYSTEM DOES NOT WORK
The enemy is strangling to death. His lines of communication
are destroying themselves.
Business memos were incomprehensible, phone calls always
unsatisfactory: so they decided they had to confer personally, and they
had us build jet airliners to carry them so business meetings. Now they
circle over New York for hours before they can land. When they finally
reach their hotel room they must shower again, put on more deodorant
and another shirt, fasten the cuff links and tie the tie before they can
meet with their collegues. They sit and conduct business around a table,
in a board room or a night club, each knowing that if he got into any
trouble all the others would grab for his place. Then they fly home,
careful to put on the family face before walking into a house harboring
a suspicious wife and children who openly sympathize with us.
We get stronger all the time: less concerned with scoring
points, more capable of learning from each other without
embarrassment. Less and less do we hoard money or knowledge or
space, more and more do we spread it around among ourselves. When
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Black
Panther
Program
I We want freedom. We want
power to determine the desting
of our
Black Community.

We want freedom. We want
power to determine the desting
of our Black Community.
We want full employment for
our people.
We want an end to the robbery
by the CAPITALIST of our
Black Community.
(We believe that this racist
government has robbed us and
now we are demanding the
overdue debt of forty acres and
two mules. Forty acres and two
mules was promised 100 years ago
as restitution for slave labor and
mass murder of black people. We
will accept the payment in .
currency which will be distributed
to our many communities
The American racist has
taken part in the slaughter of over
fifty million black people;
therefore, we feel that this is a
modest demand that we make.
.

.

.

.

We want decent housing, fit for
shelter of human beings.
We want education for our
people that exposes the true
nature of this decadent
American society. We want
education that teaches us our
true history and our role in the
present-day society.
We want all black men to be
exempt from military service.
We want an immediate end to
POLICE BRUTALITY and
MURDER of black people.
We want freedom for all black
men held in federal, state,
county and city prisons and
jails.
We want all black people when
brought to trial to be tried in
court by a jury of their peer
group or people from their
black communities, as defined
by the Constitution of the
United States. (.. A peer is a
.

person from a similar economic,
social, religious, geographical,
environmental, historical and
racial background. To do this the
court will be forced to select a
jury from the black community'
from which the black defendant
came. We have been, and are being
tried by all-white juries that have
no understanding of the "average
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By HUEY P. NEWTON
Minister of Defense
Black Panther Party

.

2. We want full employment for

TRAIL,

... The Vanguard. Party must provide leadership for the
people. It must teach the correct strategic methods of prolonged
resistance through literature and activities. If the activities of the party
respected the people, the people will follow the example.
The result of this education will be positive for Black people in
their resistance and negative for the power structure in its oppression,
because the party always exemplifies revolutionary defiance. If the
party is not going to make the people aware of the tools of liberation
and the strategic method that is to be used, there will be no means by
which the people will be mobilized properly.
But first, they must respect the party which is transmitting
this message. When the Vanguard group destroys the machinery of the
oppressor by dealing with him in small groups of three and four, and
then escapes the might of the oppressor, the masses will be overjoyed
and adhere to this correct strategy. When the masses hear that a gestapo
policeman has been executed while sipping coffee at a counter, and the
revolutionary executioners fled without being traced, the masses will
see the validity of this type of approach to resistance. It is not
necessary to organize thirty million Black people in primary groups of
two's and three's but it is important for the party to show the people
how to go about revolution. During slavery, in which no vanguard party
existed and forms of communication were severly restricted and
insufficient, many slave revolts occurred.
... The main function of the party is to awaken the people
and to teach them the stategic method of resisting the power structure,
which is prepared not only to combat the resistance of the people, with
massive brutality, but to totally annihilate the black community, the
black population.
A revolutionary must realize that if he is sincere, death is
imminent due to the fact that the things he is saying and doing are
extremely dangerous. Without this realization, it is impossible to
proceed as a revolution. The masses are constantly looking for a guide,
a Messiah, to liberate them from the hands of the oppressor. The
vanguard partymust exemplify the characteristics of worthy leadership.
Millions and millions of oppressed people might not know members of
the vanguard party personally or directly, but they will gain through an
indirect acquaintance the proper strategy for liberation via the mass
media and the physical activities of the party.
The people never want to make revolution. The
oppressors by their brutal actions cause resistance by the people. The
Vanguard party only teaches the correct methods of resistance. So, if
things can get worse for oppressed people, then they will feel no need
for revolution or resistance. The complaint of the hypocrites that the
Black Panther Party for Self Defense is exposing the people to deeper
suffering is an incorrect observation.
•"
reasoning man" of

from The WORLD
Prowl car 39 thinks he just seen a suspected Black
Panther carryin' what he imagines could be a concealed
lethal weapon!
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Nations-supervised plebiscite to be
held throughout the black colony
in which only black colonial
10. We want land, bread, housing, subjects will be allowed to
education, clothing, justice and participate, for the purpose of
peace.
de termining the will of black
And as our major political people as to their national
objective, a United destiny.
the black
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Berkeley,
Origin Of
Dissent

The New Culture
(Continued from Page Two)
we move, we leave the furniture behind for the next man. We
accidentally run into the people we need to talk to, just at the right
moment, more or less: and learn to conduct all our business without
meetings or schedules. We convey more in a shrug or a touch than the
enemy can in a secret report.

By CHRIS BILLINGS

LET IT GO
The Berkeley Free Speech
Movement was the first in a series
of radical student protests over
the past five years. The tactics
developed there, of confrontation,
mass protest, and demands, have
been employed time and again on
campuses across the nation and
abroad The issues dealt with at
Berkeley for the first time are the
same as those occupying the
minds of student radicals today.
Berkeley was the training ground
for
,ntemporary activists like
Jerr
Rubin and Bettina
Apthec' er. Understanding the
Free Speech Movement is, then,
to capture much of the essence of
the New American Revolution.
Why Berkeley? The school has,
of course, had a long reputation as
a center of radical political
thought, but this is true also of
institutions in the East. The key
in Berkeley's radicalization seems
to be found in its association with
the civil rights struggle.
The factory-like educational
system and restrictions on
controversial dialogue were
present in many colleges, but UCB
was unique because, according to
Mario Savio, FSM spokesman,
"there is probably no university
outside the South where the [civil
rights] involvement has been as
great as it has been at Berkeley."
Ten percent of the student body
was in some way related to the
civil rights movement, either in
the South or in the Bay Area.
Savio is a classic example of this
new radical. He worked for SNCC
in Mississippi in the summer of
1964, and experienced the discord
between ideals spoken and raw
power implemented. He was a
co-worker being beaten. Most of
all, he lived the degrading life of
the southern blacks because of his
association with them.
When he returned to Berkeley
to be told he could not raise
money for the people of
Mississippi on campus because law
and order would not permit it, his

Do you keep forgetting to pay your phone bill? Then part of
you wants to cut off the phone. Do you keep losing your wallet? Then
part of you wants to get rid of your official identity. Do you forget to
set the alarm clock? Do you find it hard to concentrate on your studies
or your job? Do you lose track of your bank balance?
Then LET IT GO. Not all at once. Even following impulses
takes training. But you can't go wrong if you always remember this
simple safety rule: Don't show off, show-offs get caught.
There is a logic machine in the front part of your brain that
will chatter away forever if you don't shut it up. All it knows is
cause-and-effect. "Name the first five causes of the Civil War," it was
ordered in high school. There's no time any more for the sing-song
question-and-answer routine of the logic-machine. We need to train
ourselves in pattern recognition: sizing up a situation in one eye-blink
and dealing with it in the next. If you insist on figuring out "the correct
position", and standing on it, you are likely to stop a bullet.

IF IT'S HARD' IT AIN'T IT
Don't try to understand the revolution too soon. It is a
mystery that gradually unfolds itself. A whole way of life is dying, a
whole new way of life is being born. You have been busy unlearning
everything they taught you in high school: now start unlearning
everything they taught you, period. Forget anything you find hard to
remember. Forget how to take tests. Forget how to tell time. Forget
how to read. Forget how to speak, even. Forget everything that
prevents you from seeing the world in dumb wonder again like a child.
The main thing they taught you in school was: IT'S HARD.
That was the message of elementary school, high school, university: if
you're smart and work very hard for many years, you will get a little
corner of knowledge, nothing more.
The schools made us stupid, but now we are smartening up.
We know now that most of the teachers have been faking: not only in

from UPTIGHT

"And this one's for the
`white Christian' fraternity house."
sociology and political science, but in physics and chemistry too they
have only been shovelling numbers from one ditch to another and back
again. We have discovered the secret of education: when you really
want to know something, you find a brother or sister who would love
to teach you.
So we start over again, learning all the things we though we
never could do well: how to fix a car, make a movie, build a house,
paint pictures, make love, plant a garden, shoot a gun.
Eventually we will even learn history again. But everything in
its time.

Fly thru college.
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Why not have a quality Friedlander diamond instead? You'll
find it hard to beat the price anywhere. We repeat, anywhere.
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is an exciting time.
Supersonic jets ... flights to the moon. It's a fast-moving
world—why not move with it?
Look into the Air Force ROTC Program. Find out why the
Aerospace Team is where it is.
You may learn to fly while still a college student.
Learn where the scientific breakthroughs are.
Find out about financial aid to help you get your degree.
Looking for a groovy way to study?
Then enroll in Air Force ROTC.
U.S. AIR FORCE ROTC.
Contact: Professor of Aerospace Studies
University of Puget Sound
Tacoma, Washington 98416
PHONE: SK 9-3521 Ext. 265
Our time
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Chicago Conspiracy Member Analyzes The Revolution
Tom Hayden, a member of the Chicago
Conspiracy Eight, spoke at the U. of Washington last
Friday night. Hayden, 30, was a co-founder of
Students for a Democratic Society in 1962. In the
summer of 1963 he led northern college students in a
massive voter registration drive in the South. He was
at the Democratic National Convention in 1968. In
the most controversial trial of the decade he was
convicted (along with four others) of crossing state
lines with the intention of inciting a riot at that
convention. Sentence: 5 years in jail and a $5,000
fine. Along with the other defendants and their
lawyers he was cited for contempt of court by Judge
Julius Hoffman. Sentence: 14 months and 14 days in
prison.
Thus he has been on the cutting edge of The
Revolution for over 7 years. His speech, sponsored by
the Seattle Liberation Front, was given partly to
thank the 2,000 people who participated in a violent
demonstration Feb. 17, at the Federal Courthouse
protesting the contempt of court sentences given by
Judge Hoffman. Hayden referred in the speech to the
leaders of the Establishment not as "pigs" but as
"dinosaurs." "If you can understand that they are in
fact dinosaurs you can begin to understand some way
to deal with repression," he told the crowd of 3,000.
"What we're passing through is a program of
vengeance—a striking out against anything and
everything. Vengeance is the policy of dinosaurs.
Vengeance is the policy of people who do not
fundementally believe, and they're right, that they
have a future," he said.
His speech represents perhaps the most
sophisticated analysis available of where The
Revolution is at and where it is going. Following are
excerpts.

"We are living in an age when the dinosaurs
are becomming extinct. And our problem is to speed
up their extinction and to survive along the way.
And that means understanding we are in a
situation of total crisis, with problems that cannot be
seperated. Because we are living through the ending
of an age and through the beginning of a new one.
And all of us know it—even if we can't say it; even if
we can't speak it; even if there are no words for it.
And in that kind of situation there is no way
for anybody to win a partial victory. It is only
possible for people to create through a total
revolution a new world or for everybody to go down
in pollution or genocide or some other form of
disinteregration.
This is an unprecedented time in which

everybody's particular revolution totals up into a
general revolution; in which, as we've already seen
through the last five years, there will be no final
I iberation and independence for the people of
Vietnam until there's further uprisings, further
battlecries, further movements of liberation
throughout the Third World and throughout America.

for any particular group will be in a time of general
uprising and triumph for everyone else."

"[Young people are experiencing the feeling
that] the total world is coming to an end. Everything
that was extablished, that seemed permanent, was in
fact corrupt, disintegrating and on the verge of
calamatous destruction—not simple for a few but for
everybody in the world.
That is the kind of mentality that I think
people are beginning to feel.
That means that we are in a time of total
showdown, in which there will be No Exit, no place
for Easy Riders, no happy retreats within the
Woodstock Nation, no place to run to, no rural
communes that do not lead back into the traffic and
conflicts of the city—no way out."

. . What we're learning is that when
Babylon falls the Babylonian leaders try to take a lot
of people with them. They throw their children in the
fiery furnace. And it becomes absolutely impossible
to find an individual escape; an individual way out; or
a way out for one particular group of people or kind
of people.
I think that people realize already that what
happened at Altamonte [a free Rolling Stones
concert held in California last fall at which four
people died—one at the hands of the Hell's Angles]
made Woodstock obsolete; made everything heavier;
made us face the internal problems that we have;
made us understand the totality of what we're in to.
And that's why it's important now that
organizations form for our survival."
"The only successful revolutionary triumph
for any particular group will be in a time of
general uprising and triumph for everyone
else."

"...What I'm worried about is our own
ability to toughen ourselves, to go beyond our middle
class individualism, to make ourselves one with all of
the people who are rising around the world, and to
survive the fire of the furnace that we're in.
The trial in Chicago ...now seems petty
compared to the murder charges being placed on
Bobby [Seale], the Black Panthers, and the black
community as a whole in a Connecticut courtroom;
now seems petty when we hear the sounds of bombs
in New York City and other cities around the
country; now seems petty when we hear high officials
speaking of the 70s as a period of urban guerilla
warfare.
...The real trial is going to be the trial of
the next ten years."

Tom Hayden

There will be no particular liberation for
people who are suffering economic exploitation or
sexual exploitation or racial or political exploitation
of a iy kind until there is a total victory.
We're in a time when there is no particular
vanguard, no particular group that has the right to
declare the best road to revolution. We're in a time
when everybody is beginning to rise up at once, on
many fronts, in many ways—but rising up and seeing
that the rising up is together.
The only successful revolutionary triumph

"We got to get the strength to tell them: 'When you touch one of us
you got to touch all of us.' And when we can begin to move to that
position, ain't none of them going to touch one of us."
Stokely CarmIchael
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Urban Guerilla War
By GEORGE PROSSER
The time has come for us to consider some of the
elementary tactical principles involved in urban guerilla warfare, but
it should be understood at the outset that we do not advise action
NOW to carry out these principles. A certain period of preparation is
necessary before armed actions can seriously be considered.
Weapons, ammunition, explosives and much related equipment must
be obtained and stockpiled; the terrain must be throughly and
minutely scrutinized ; suitable recruits having the desired
revolutionary orientation must be selected and trained; leadership
cadres must be formed and given intensive indoctrination and
training in revolutionary objectives and methods of struggle; the
exceedingly delicate task of building an underground fighting
organization must be undertaken at the same time with practical
political resistance. Premature action, whether induced by agents
provocateurs in the hire of the police or by well intended but rash
and immature individuals, can have but one and the same
result—disaster. The period when the forces of resistance are forming
and activating their organization is the time of greatest danger. Never
again will the organization be so vulnerable to penetration and
disruption.
Preparation for armed action without correct political
education will only lead to a series of uncoordinated, dispersed and
risky actions in which vital cadres will be wasted; political education
without preparations for armed action only leads to the futility of
endless meetings, demonstrations, attempts at "pressure" tactics on
the existing power structure and the enervating impotence of the
prolonged debating society. Today, revlutionary action means
ultimately armed action, but before we are ready for that we must
become serious students of arms and tactics It is the duty of
every group leader to encourage extensive training in weapons firing
on the part of his men and to closely supervise this necessary
activity. It takes to train a sharpshooter and NOW is the time
for it. Remember that the enemy has a virtually unlimited
supply of ammunition and his great volumns of fire can only be
effectively countered by accurate, AIMED fire. Unless you can make
consistent hits on a target the size of a man's head at one hundred
yards, a target which moreoever will probably be bobbing about and
only visible for brief intervals, you are not good enough.
After mastering the techniques of aimed fire both in
daylight and darkness, we must study the fundamentals of tactics so
that we shall learn how to apply these principles in actual battle
situations.
Exposure and Cover
The most fundamental principle with respect to warfare in
the cities concerns EXPOSURE and COVER.
Exposure means being exposed to enemy fire without being
in a good position to return it; cover means being in a position where
you have reasonable protection from enemy fire while at the same
time being able to return it effectively. Being exposed to enemy fire
while still being able to return it is serious, but you are not too badly
off; after all, your fire may succeed in suppressing the enemy fire.
Being in cover but without being able to return the fire is always
disasterous. It is just as bad as being completely exposed; it will only
be a matter of time, and a short time, until the enemy closes in on
you and completes the kill.

There are three fundamental principles with respect to this
form of warfare which must be thoroughly understood and digested:
No other type of terrain is either so open or so
close. In every street are coverless stretches, ideal
fields of fire, deathtraps to the unwary attackers.
Bordering every street are a hundred protected
firing positions, a hundred hiding places, a
hundred possible ambush positions.
It is possible to climb 30, 50, perhaps 100 feet in
as many seconds. Street fighting thus possesses a
third dimension, not often present in field warfare.
Cities present exceptionally blind and disjointed
conditions. In no other form or warfare are there
such narrow horizons, or such ruthless divisions
between units of the same force.
We should try to apply _these principles to the conditions of
fi ghting that we expect to encounter. Let us see what some of these
conditions are. First, we shall never be able to match the enemy in
sheer volume of fire. He will easily be able to transform any open
stretch of street into a deathtrap for anything that moves. But this
should not make us pessimistic, because the very nature of urban
terrain provides us with a countervailing advantage, namely, we shall
have numberless covered positions, in close proximity to the open
streets, from which we can direct concealed fire against the enemy.
Knowledge of the Terrain
This leads us to another very important principle, namely,
KNOW YOUR TERRAIN. When the enemy invades our areas in
force, he will for the most part be confined to the streets. His heavy
vehicles will be a disadvantage for him in this respect. He will present
an appearance of imposing power, but unless you are so considerate
as to place yourself directly in his path, he will find it difficult to
bring his power to bear. He will dominate the streets, the open
stretches, but everything beyond his limited horizons, everything
behind the houses, between the houses, and in the houses will be
terra incognita to him. It follows that we must become intensively
familiar with our own terrain. IT IS THE PRINCIPLE
ADVANTAGE WE HAVE OVER THE ENEMY'
For the revolutionary fighter, there can be no excuse for
not mastering, in every detail, the terrain over which he expects to
fight.
You must examine the terrain foot by foot. You must
memorize every alley, every underpass, every house and building,
taking especial not of all cover and all routes of movement and
escape. On one pretext or another you must gain access to all of the
back alleys and gardens, you must cross the fences, you must learn
the routes through these areas. You must take careful note of all
possible places of concealment, places of movement, places of
ambush. This is your terrain; this is where you will fight.
Above all, you must learn and remember every CUL DE
SAC. A cul de sac is a pocket or enclosed place from which there is
no escape. Such places will be death traps during the fighting; you
must learn where they are and avoid them so that you will not
mistakenly flee into one of them after completing a mission or while
being pursued by a counter attacking force.
Another very important principle is that of mobility. Again,
this principle relates directly to the superiority of conventional
means of firepower enjoyed by the enemy. Because of this fire
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are: How It's Done
moment, it will spell disaster for any organization or group that
becomes involved in armed struggle against the oppressor.
The successful guerilla will always seize the tactical
initiative; he will always strive to determine the time and place of
the attack. When he can no longer maintain the initiative, he will
immediately break off the engagement and depart. "He who fights
and runs away, will live to fight another day" is an old saw worth
repeating here.

Surprise
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Surprise is an elementary tactical principle and one which
spells success for the attacker in conventional warfare as well as
guerilla operations. The guerilla commander must see to it that the
strictest security precautions are in force at all times. A single
informer or careless person can ruin an operation and sometimes
even wipe out an entire organization. It is the responsibility of the
leadership to inculcate the psychology of surprise and attack in the
memebers os the group. With our limited forces, we have no hope of
success unless we learn how to plan every operation with great care,
concentrate our forces with the utmost secrecy, and launch our
attack with the maximum violence and completely by surprise. After
this happens a few times, the enemy will become more cautious. He
will move through dangerous areas in greater strength, he will stay
out of contested areas at night, and he will tend to withdraw to his
protected positions. He will begin to treat the guerilla soldier with
RESPECT and to lean less harshly upon the oppressed population,
once he knows that those oppressed have a protector. Similarly, the
oppressed will begin to feel more secure and to become bolder in
their acts of resistance.
Whenever possible, the enemy should be attacked when he
is OUT IN THE OPEN, preferably when he is in massed formations
parading through the streets in order to impress and intimidate the
people. After a few rifle and grenade attacks, he will leave off
parading his forces in a "show of strength", as it is precisely at these
times that he is most vulnerable.
In this connection, it should be remembered that the target
of our attacks are always the enemy's military and police forces, and
his military installations and supply dumps; never do we carry out
terroristic attacks upon the civilian population.
At the beginning of any operation, the enemy will always
strive to move into a congested area in force, and saturate it with his
troops. He will establish many outposts and carry out may patrols
and sweeps through the area. To counter these moves, the forces of
resistance must commence to launch a whole series of ambushes and
attacks, always against these outposts and small enemy units moving
through the streets. As these attacks are successful, they will force
the enemy to withdraw from his outposts, which are vulnerable and
concentrate in those areas where he will be safe. As soon as this has
happened a tactical victory will have been achieved because the
enemy will no longer control significant numbers of the population.
His ability to manuever will be reduced; ours, increased. He may be
able to move through the streets in great force during the day; at
night the guerilla forces, armed with light weapons will dominate the
terrain.
Counter Maneuvers
From time to time, even before the onset of actual
hostilities, the enemy will move into an area with a great column of
ve i i es an men in an eveident attem i t to overawe the oppressed

population. In fact, this has already happened on several occasions in
our cities, preceded by an announcement that military "maneuvers"
were going to be conducted. At this stage of the encounter, even
though the resistance forces are not yet prepared for open hostilities
they should nevertheless conduct COUNTER' MANUEVERS OF
THEIR OWN AT THE SAME TIME. While the enemy moves
ponderously through the streets with his display of men and
machines, the wily guerrilla should be skulking about on his flanks
moving parallel to him through the houses, alleyways and across the
rooftops, practicing "ambushes" and sabotage manuevers. While this
is going on, young people, and especially young women, should be
approaching the enemy troops in a friendly manner, engaging them
in conversation while at the same time carefully observing their
equipment and watching for any favorable opportunity to snatch a
weapon or box of ammunition.*

*Editor's note: We do not intend to censor any of the writings we
publish, however, we wish to make it clear that we do not approve
of any acts that violate the laic. Things that belong to someone else
should not be taken without permission.
Before concluding this initial consideration of some of the principles
of elementary tactics it is desirable to mention the greatest danger
that any resistance organization ever faces in its entire career. This is
the danger of exposure and destruction by enemy intelligence
agents, especially during the EARLY stages of the formation of the
resistance groups. During these early stages, when the groups are in
the process of acquiring adherents, when lines of communication are
being established, when weapons and ammunition are being acquired
and stockpiled, when loyal and suspect members are being evaluated
and screened, is when you will be most vulnerable to penetration by
enemy agents. The oppressor government employs these agents in
huge numbers, and it is safe to say that our areas are saturated with
them. These agents and informers must be neutralized without
mercy whenever there is any possibility whatever that they will
penetrate an organization and give away its secrets. At no later time,
not even during the most critical situations of pursuit or
encirclement, will the resistance forces be so vulnerable. It follows
that during these initial stages nothing should ever be done
deliberately to provoke the enemy or give him an excuse for
retaliation.
Final Note
There is one kind of "armed" activity in addition to
resistance to police brutality which is distinctly appropriate now and
could be effectively organized if sufficient individuals put their
minds to it. That activity is SABOTAGE. It is precisely because the
American industrial economy is so comples and interrelated among
its parts that it is vulnerable to sabotage. It is astonishing to me that
in the entire course of the opposition to the war in Vietnam, no
group has organized and carried out effective attacks in this area
where the economy and the military power is so vulnerable to severe
disruption. This is an area where quite small groups of individuals,
appropriately armed and trained, could cause massive disruption of
the industrial and military machine and create chaos and destruction
all out of proportion to their numbers. If we are going to attack the
enemy, we should attack him where he is WEAKEST, not where he
is strongest.

POWER TOTHE PEOPLE
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Women's LiberationWomen Liberating Themselves
Editor's Note: The following is
the text of an award-winning
oration given at the recent UPS
Forensics Tournament. The
author, 17, is a senior at Franklin
Pierce H.S. in Tacoma.

designer tells me it's fashionable. I
don't care if I smile prettier with
my mouth closed. I am going to
college to learn—not to find
myself a husband. I know what I
want, and contrary to society's
opinion, my plans do not include
three brats, two cars, and a rich

By TAMARA BROWN

husband. I will not become an
I am what is commonly called

All-American Plasticized Mommy.

a female—the term female

I want to live places and do things

connoting sexy, emotional,

woman have never done before. I

helpless, charming, and not too

am an individual first and than a

bright. I am also "feminine"—def-

woman.
For centuries, women have
been kept in the background, used
to raise future generations, barred
from stimulating occupations,
pinpointed as less logical, less
independent, inferior to men. The
first mistake was in taking women
out of the kitchen into the
schoolroom; the second was giving
us the vote; and the third and
perhaps the most advantageous
from my point of view, was the
invention of the Pill. These
advances have created the paradox
you see before you, a girl, taught
to believe in equality for all, who
has found it doesn't exist.
Ever since Eve first showed her
ignorance by giving Adam the
apple, women have been punished
for her mistake with domination
by men. . . .In ancient times, men,
being physically superior to
women, naturally assumed a
dominating role because life was
basically a physical survival test.
Women depended on men to
provide them with food and
shelter. Today, there is no survival
of the fittest; technology and
medicine have erased this
competition. Yet, even in the
absence of this situation, we find
too many male-female
relationships remain basically
unchanged—archaic. . . .The new
woman [however] looks across,
not up to, the man in her life.
I have more "freedom" than
any other women in history. What
women in history? There are
none. I am ashamed to claim as
my ancestors, millions of mousy,
uneducated sex-machines. We
have no cultural heritage; we have
achieved little as a minority
group. What could we do in going
from the kitchen to the bedroom
all our lives? Regretfully, our only

inition: appealing to men,
subordinate to men, less
intelligent than men. Cute,
cuddly, and loveable.... Watch
out, gentlemen! The kitten is now
a cat.

111n11■_

TAMARA BROWN
You can no longer describe me
with those adjectives; I have no
desire to sit on my boss's lap and
take a memo—I want to run the
company. I don't naturally love
children and the PTA. I'd rather
go to a stock broker's meeting. I'd
\I
like to make as much money as
y husband. Maybe

I'll be an

engineer or an architect.... you see,
I am what is called the new breed
of woman. I refuse to be a
doormat for society. I will not
weat a maxi because some Paris

contribution has been to
over-populate the world. True,
women have participated behind
the scenes: Behind every
successful man there is a woman.
What kind of personal satisfaction
can I get by working backstage?
I'd like to share the spotlight for
once. There are very few famous
women because our primary role
has been to perpetuate the
species, which brings us to the
third mistake: the development of
the pill. For women, the first real
freedom—the last and worst chain
broken. In the 50's, the idea was
to keep her"barefoot and
pregnant"—today it no longer
applies. Prior to the pill and

legalized abortions, a woman
faced with an unwanted
pregnancy had little choice but to
grin and bear it. Now I have the
right to decide whether I want
children or not. With the pill we
have a chance to seriously
consider the death of the
child-bearing role. We must
re-evaluate our purpose in life and
look for additional means of
fulfillment. The choice I make is
not important—what is important
is that I have made the choice.
Marriage and a family or neither:
for all of us, a serious dilemma.
...In living up to that standard
combination sexpot-housekeeperh ostess image we become

commodities, not people. Shaking
the established codes of behavior
is what Women's Liberation is all
about. . . .If you can find
happiness as a mother and wife,
do so knowing that you make the
choice. Or, if you want a career,
start exercising your capabilities
as an individual. .. .The secret is
working together—if male and
female work with each other
instead of against each other,
perhaps we could forsake the
Tarzan-Jane roles for honest,
faithful, and interdependent roles
that result in real communication....
I have already decided I will
not be walked on any longer.
What's your excuse? It's a
revolution and you'd better get
prepared. Various feminine
radicals advocate looking for a
new identity as a witch.
Definition: curious, alive,
untamed, non-conformist, and
joyful. There is something
therapeutic about the idea. Say it
softly to yourself: I am a witch.
Iam a WITCH. Congratulations.
This may be the first step toward
your liberation. You must believe
in yourself before you believe in
fife
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By SUSAN LYDON, Ramparts
Tiersias, who had been both man and
woman, was asked, as Ovid's legend goes,
to mediate in a dispute between Jove and
Juno as to which sex got more pleasure
from lovemaking. Tiresias unhesitatingly
answered that women did. Yet in the
intervening 2000 years between Ovid's
time and our own, a mythology has been
built up which not only holds the
opposite to be true, but has made this
belief an unswerving ideology dictating
the quality of relations between the
sexes. Women's sexuality, repressed and
channeled, denied and abused until
women themselves, thoroughly convinced
of their sexual inferiority to men, would
probably be dumbfounded to learn that
there is scientific proof that Tiresias was
indeed right.
Clitoris or vagina?

The myth was codified by Freud as
much as anyone else. In Three Essays on
the Theory of Sexuality, Freud
formulated his basic ideas concerning
feminine sexuality: for little girls, the
leading erogenous zone in their bodies is
the clitoris; in order for the transition to
womanhood to be successful, the clitoris
mist abandon its sexual primacy to the
vagina.Women in whom this transition has
not been complete remain
clitorally-oriented or "sexually
anaesthetic," and "psychosexually
immature." In the context of Freud's
total psychoanalytic view of women —
that they are not whole human beings but
mutilated males who long all their lives
for a penis and must struggle to reconcile
themselves to its lack — the requirement
of a transfer of erotic sensation from
clitoris to vagina became a prima facie
case for their inevitable sexual inferiority.
In Freud's logic, those who struggle to
become what they are not must be
inferior to that to which they aspire.
Freud himself admitted near the end
of his life that his knowledge of women
was inadequate. "If you want to know
more about femininity, you must
interrogate your own experience, or turn
to the poets, or wait until science can give
you more profound and more coherent
information," he said; he also hoped the
female psychoanalysts who followed him
would be able to find out more. But the
post-Freudians adhered rigidly to the
doctrine of the master, and, as with most
of his work, what Freud hoped would be
taken as a thesis for future study became
instead a kind of canon law.
While the neo-Freudians haggled over
the correct reading of the Freudian bible,
watered-down Freudianism was wending
its way into the cultural mythology via
Broadway plays, novels, popular
magazines, social scientists, marriage
counselors and experts of various kinds
who found it useful in projecting desired
im,^ges of woman. The superiority of the
vaginal over the clitoral orgasm was
particularly useful as a theory, since it
provided a convenient basis for
categorization: clitoral women were
deemed immature, neurotic, bitchy and
masculine; women who had vaginal
orgasms were maternal, feminine, mature

and normal. Though frigidity should
technically be defined as total inability to
achieve orgasm, the orthodox Freudians
(and pseudo-Freudians) preferred to
define it as inability to achieve vaginal
orgasm by which definition, in 1944,
Edmond Bergler adjudged between 70
and 80 per cent of all women frigid. The
clitoral vs. vaginal debate raged hot and
heavy among the sexologists — Kinsey's
writings stresses the importance of the
clitoris to female orgasm and
contradicted Bergler's statistics — but it
became clear that there was something
indispensable to society in the Freudian
view which allowed it to remain
unchallenged in the public consciousness.
In 1966, Dr. William H. Masters and
Mrs. Virginia E. Johnson published
Human Sexual Response, a massive
clinical study of the physiology of sex.
Briefly and simply, the Masters and
Johnson conclusions about the female
orgasm, based on observation of and
interviews with 487 women, were these:
That the dichotomy of vaginal and
clitoral orgasm is entirely false.
Anatomically, all orgasms are centred in
the clitoris, whether they result from
direct manual pressure applied to the
clitoris, indirect pressure resulting from
the thrusting of the penis during
intercourse, or generalized sexual
stimulation of other erogenous zones like
the breasts.
That women are naturally
multiorgasmic; that is, if a woman is
immediately stimulated following orgasm,
she is likely to experience several orgasms
in rapid succession. This is not an
exceptional occurrence, but one of which
most women are capable.
That while women's orgasms do not
vary in kind, they vary in intensity. The
most intense orgasms experienced by the
research subjects* were by masturbatory
manual stimulation, followed in intensity
by manual stimulation by the partner; the
least intense orgasms were experienced
during intercourse.
that there is an "infinite variety in
female sexual response" as regards
intensity and duration of orgasms.
Revolutionary findings

To anyone acquainted with the body
of existing knowledge of feminine
sexuality, the Masters and Johnson
findings were truly revolutionary and
liberating in the extent to which they
demolished existing myths. Yet two years
after the study was published, it seems
hardly to have made any impact at all.
Certainly it is not for lack of information
that the myths persist; Human Sexual
Response, despite its weighty scientific
language, was an immediate best seller,
and popular paperbacks explicated it to
millions of people in simpler language and
at a cheaper price. The myths remain
because a male-dominated American
culture has a vested interest in their
continuance.
Before Masters and Johnson, men
defined feminine sexuality in a way as
favorable to themselves as possible. If
woman's pleasure was obtained through.

the vagina, then she was totally
dependent on the man's erect penis to
achieve orgasm; she would receive her
satisfation only as a concomitant of
man's seeking his. With the clitoral
orgasm, woman's sexual pleasure was
independent of the male's, and she could
seek her satisfaction as aggressively as the
man sought his, a prospect which didn't
appeal to too many men. The definition
of feminine sexuality as normally vaginal,
in other words, was a part of keeping
women down, of making them sexually as
well as economically, socially and
politically subservient ...
Adolescent boys growing up begging
for sexual crumbs from girls frightened
for their "reputations" — a situation that
remains unchanged to this day — hardly
constitutes the vanguard of a sexual
revolution. However, the marriage manual
craze that followed Kinsey assumed that
a lifetime of psychological destruction
could, with the aid of a little booklet, be
abandoned after marriage, and that
husband and wife should be able to make
sure that the wife was not robbed of her
sexual birthright to orgasm, just so long
as it was vaginal (though the marriage
manuals did rather reluctantly admit that
since the clitoris was the most sexually
sensitive organ in the female body, a little
clitoral stimulation was in order), and
their orgasms were simultaneous.
Restraint from the manuals

The effect of the marriage manuals of
course ran counter to their ostensible
purpose. Under the guise of frankness and
sexual liberation, they dictated prudery
and restraint. Sex was made so
mechanized, detached and intellectual
that it was robbed of its sensuality. Man
became a spectator of his own sexual
experience. And the marriage manuals
put new pressure on women to perform.
The marriage manual's endorsement of
the desirability of vaginal orgasm insure
that women would be asked not only,
"Did you come?" but also, "Did you
conform to Freud's conception of a
psychosexually mature woman, and
thereby validate my masculinity?"
Appearance notwithstanding, the
age-old taboos against conversation about
personal sexual experience haven't yet
been broken down. This reticence has
allowed the mind-manipulators of the
media to create myths of sexual
supermen and superwomen. So the bed
becomes a competitive arena, where men
and women measure themselves against
these mythical rivals, while
simultaneously trying to live up the
ecstasies promised them by the marriage
manuals and the fantasies of the media
("If the earth doesn't move for me, I
must be MISSING something"). Our
society has made sex a sport, with its
record-breakers, its judges, its rules and
its spectators.
As anthropologists have shown,
woman's sexual response is culturally
conditioned; historically, women defer to
whatever model of their sexuality is
offered them by men. So the sad thing

for c.*.• *inn !hey have participated
in the destruction of their own eroticism.
Women have helped make the vaginal
orgasm into a status symbol in a
male-dictated system of values. A woman
would now perceive her preference for
clitoral orgasm as a "secret shame,"
ignominious in the eyes of other women
as well as those of men. This
internalization can be seen in literature:
Mary McCarthy's and Doris Lessings's
writings on orgasm do not differ
substantially from Ernest Hemingway's,
and Simone de Beauvoir, in The Second
Sex, refers to the vaginal orgasm as the
only "normal satisfaction."
Implications for liberation

One factor that has made this possible
is that female sexuality is subtle and
delicate, conditioned as much by the
emotions as by physiology and sociology.
Masters and Johnson proved that the
orgasm experienced during intercourse,
the misnamed vaginal organism, did not
differ anatomically from the clitoral
orgasm. But this should not be seen as
their most significant contribution to the
sexual emancipation of women. A
difference remains in the subjective
experience of orgasm during intercourse
and apart from intercourse. In the
complex of emotional factors affecting
feminine sexuality, there is a whole
panoply of pleasures: the pleasure of
being penetrated and filled by a man, the
pleasure of sexual communication, the
pleasure of affording a man his orgasm,
the erotic pleasure that exists even when
sex is not terminated by orgasmic release.
Masters and Johnson's real contribution
was to show this "infinite variety in
female sexual response;" that one
experience is not better than another, but
merely different.
There is no doubt that Masters and
Johnson were fully aware of the
implications of their study to the sexual
liberation of women. As they wrote,
"With orgasmic physiology established,
the human female now has an undeniable
opportunity to develop realistically her
own sexual response levels." Two years
later this statement 'seems naive and
entirely too optimistic. Certainly the
sexual problems of our society will never
be solved until there is real and unfeigned
equality between men and women. This
idea is usually misconstrued: sexual
liberation for women is wrongly
understood to mean that women will
adopt all the forms of masculine
sexuality. As in the whole issue of
women's liberations, that's really not the
point. Women don't aspire to imitate the
mistakes of men in sexual matters, to
view sexual experiences as conquest and
ego-enhancement, to use other people to
serve their own ends. But if the Masters
and Johnson material is allowed to filter
into the public consciousness, hopefully
to replace the enshrined Freudian myths,
then woman at long last will be allowed
to take the first step toward her
emancipation: to define and enjoy the
forms of her own sexuality.
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Liberals-Radicals

ROCK
Tom Hayden put it like this:
"It's music, dirty, funky, militant
music, that is very basic in the
formation of a revolutionary
consciousness."
Frank Zappa, leader of the
Mothers of Invention, in a LIFE
magazine article, did an admirable
job of explaining rock music to
those over 30.
By FRANK ZAPPA
If you were drunk, and it was
the middle of summer, Saturday
night about 11:30, and you had
your comfortable clothes on, and
you were in a small beer joint
dancing, and it's crowded
(temperature about 82 degrees),
and the local Rock & Roll combo
(Ruben and the Jets) is playing
Green Onions (or something that
sounds just like it ... all full of
parallel fifths moving
monotonously through a root
or
III), IV, IIIb
progression
something like that, over & over
again), and the guitar player goes
to take a solo and stomps his
fuzztone into action and turns his
amplifier all the way up so his
guitar squeals and screams and
sounds absolutely vicious, and he
bends and mangles the strings &
starts to really get it on, gyrating
and going totally berserk and
playing his ass off and
if you were drunk,
everythin'
and all this was going on, and you
were out there dancing and
sweating and really feeling the
music (every muscle and fiber of
your being, etc. etc.) and the
music suddenly got louder and
louder and
more vicious
viciouser than you could ever
imagine (and you danced harder
and got sweaty & feverish) and
got your unsuspecting self worked
up into a total frenzy, bordering
on electric Buddha nirvana total
acid freak cosmic integration (one
with the universe), and you were
drunk & hot & not really in
control of your body or your
senses (you are possessed by the
music), and all of a sudden the
music gets EVEN
and not only that:
LOUDER
IT GETS FASTER & YOU
CAN'T BREATHE (But you can't
stop either; it's impossible to
stop) and you know you can't
black out because it feels too
good ... I ask you now, if you
were drunk and all this stuff is
happening all over the place and
somebody (with all the best
intentions in the world) MADE
YOU STOP so he could ask you
this question: "Is a force this
powerful to be overlooked by a
society that needs all the friends it
can get?" Would you listen?
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Perhaps the most incisive
and eloquent distinction that
has been drawn between the
American Liberal and the
American Radical has been
given by Mayor Richard
Hatcher, of Gary, Indiana.
Key elements follow:

Berkeley
(Continued From Page Four)
reaction was a gut-level one. This
is the key to Berkeley. People
came back from an experience in
discrimination only to find
injustice at home, too. They
realized, perhaps for the first
time, that power works the same
wherever it is abused.
From this framework, SNCC in
Mississippi and the FSM in
Berkeley, rose a new breed of
student activists who suddenly
became emotionally aware of the
inequities of the American
system. Obviously, this kind of
awareness has since spread to
much of America's youth and has
initiated an age of immense social
upheaval.

"The Liberal has been
described as one who exhibits
a decent concern for those he
deems to be oppressed.
However, and this is
crucial—he does not see
himself as one of the
oppressed. Life and the times
have been good to him, he
thinks: And all he really asks
is that others less fortunate
than he, have the same
opportunity to share in the
good life with him.
Since the philosophical
source of Liberalism is
Humanist, the Liberal view is
not meant to be
condescending—not at all.
But by definition, and in
theory and practice, that is
just what it is: a form of
condescension. For the
underlying assumptions of
the Liberal doctrine—that all
is well with me but
unfortunately not with
you—lead almost inevitably,
in both strategy andtactics, to
the extension of the helping
hand.
The Radical, on the other
hand, is aware of his own
oppression. Consequently, he
relates it to the oppression of
others, personally identifies
with their struggles, and
finally commits himself to
joining in those struggles.
. . .
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From The SPECTRUM
Buffalo)

.. the process of breaking out of slavery, the
process of breaking out of a set of social arrangements, of a
social organization that is killing us, this process is named
revolution; ... revolution is a glorious term, it's a term to be
proud of, and we should know that we are morally right, we
are right in every sense of the term, that the oppressor is the
one who is wrong; and that the oppressor has no rights,
which the oppressed are bound to respect
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER
MINISTER OF INFORMATION
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
"America's conscience is bankrupt. She lost all conscience a long time
ago. [Americans' don't try and eliminate an evil because it's evil, or
because it's illegal, or because it's immoral; they eliminate it only when
it threatens their existence."

"You whites are complecent simply because you think you outnumber
the racial minority in this country; what you have to bear in mind is
wherein you might outnumber us in this country, you don't outnumber
us all over the earth."
Malcolm X
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"DOWN AT
THE HEELS?"

Farley's
Flowers

SEE

"Flowers for every
occasion"

Proctor
SHOE REPAIR
3817 1/2

1620 6th Ave.

North 26th

-

MA 7-7161
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'any Setesieut
JEWELRY
Sales and Service for
Accutron
Bulova
Hamilton
Elgin
DIAMONDS
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RADIOS

2703 No. Proctor
SK 9-5681

Study in Rome, Fall 1970
Dr. Warren E. Tomlinson
FACULTY LEADER
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FOR FULL INFORMATION, CALL OR SEE

Dr. Leroy Ostransky, Professor of Music
or
Dr. Gerard Banks, Vice President
Dr. Ostransky: Office, Room 208 Music Building
Phone: 759-3521, Ext. 255
Dr. Banks: Office, Room 111, Jones Hall
Phone: 759-3521, Ext. 203
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When you can't stamp out love any
longer, pull your heart together
and bring her down to Weisfield's
to pick the diamond and the day.
We give credit to students of
promise, and that means to you!

weisfields
JEWELERS

239.50
Tacoma Mall
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UPS Community:

Drugs & Their
Cultural Challenge
It is impossible to speak of The Revolution without discussing
the use of drugs. Psychedelic drugs are used at every college in the
country. 500,000 Americans have used LSD. Between 12 and 20
million have used marijuana in recent years, and the number is growing
rapidly.
Drugs have had a profound impact on The Revolution. While
psychedelic drug usage did not become widespread until 1966 [whereas
the current phase of revolutionary activity began around 19631 and
while many who use drugs are not revolutionaries, almost all
revolutionaries use psychedelic drugs.
One account that has been given after a mind-expanding
experience details the significantly different views of reality that are
found by today's drug users:
our normal waking consciousness, rational
consciousness as we call it, is but one special type of
consciousness, whilst all about it, parted from it by
the filmiest of screens, there lie potential forms of
consciousness entirely different. We may go through
life without suspecting their exestence; but apply the
requisite stimulus, and at a touch they are there in all
their completeness, definite types of mentality which
probably somewhere have their field of application
and adaptation. No account of the universe in its
totality can be final which leaves these other forms of
consciousness quite disregarded."
. .

That was written by Harvard psychologist William James in 1902 after
an experience with nitrous oxide (laughing gas).
The following was written by anohter, more famous,
ex-Harvard psychologist, Dr. Timothy Leary. Dr. Leary appeared in the
early 1960s as a popularizer of LSD and as a guide for the hundreds of
thousands who used it and millions who have used milder psychedelic
substances. This man has changed the behavior of more Americans than
any other person during the 1960s. In the following excerpts of an
essay he explains the cultural impact of psychedelic drugs in America.
By TIMOTHY LEARY, Ph.D.
"The foods and drugs [that expand consciousness] have
always been shrouded in mystery, misunderstanding and controversy
because they produce that most sought-after and yet most dread
experience known to man. They produce ecstasy. Ex-stasis, literally,
out of or released from a fixed or unmoving condition. They propel
awareness out beyond normal modes of consciousness. They are
properly called psychedelics—i. e., mind-opening substances....
We discover that our brain
works with a velocity and scope
which surpasses our mental
operations. The potential of
cerebral association is of the order
of thirteen billion to the
twenty-five-thousandth power per
second. But we think; we
experience rationally at a
three
of
rate
m aximum
concepts—ten phonemes—a
second. Our present mental
machinery cannot possible handle
the cerebral potential. Our
rational instrumentation is to our
cerebral capacities as
Eratosthenes's shadow pole is to
the radiation from the sun. Most
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are properties of our organ of
consciousness itself.
The paradox may be stated as
follows: it becomes necessary for
us to go our of our minds in order
to use our heads.
From the standpoint of the
established values of the older
world, the psychedelic process is
dangerour and insane—a deliberate
psychotization, a suicidal undoing
of the stability, conformity and
quilibrium which man should be
striving for. With its emphasis on
consciousness, on internal,
invisible,
indescribable
. . .

I would like to take this
opportunity to invite and urge all
members of the UPS Community
to participate in all or part of a
two-day workshop on "The Role
of Threat in Campus Life" next
Tuedday and Wednesday, April 14
& 15.
The events in the workshop are
designed to expose the issues
around all types of threat implicit
or explicit in campus life, such as
grading, contracts and tenure, and
confrontation politics. The
workshop i ... an attempt to
clarify issues and terms for the
existing student, administrative,
and faculty groups charged with
dealing with these matters.
Tuesday, Apr. 14, 8 pm--Public
address by Dr. Robt. Smith, past
Acting Pres. of San Francisco
State College immediatley
before Dr. Hayakawa. Dr.
Smith has some deep insights
into different methods of
dealing with confrontation
politics.
Wed., Apr. 15, 9-11 am. Small
group discussion & rap session
with Dr. Smith in SUB 2nd floor
lounge.
Wed., 11 am. Chapel service
concerning threat with Dr. Phoebe
Miller.
Wed., 1-3:30 pm. Workshop on
role of threat in campus life.
Short speeches on theoretical
models of threat and reports
on current campus policy
deliberations. There will be a
panel of people from all parts
of the UPS Community who
will discuss among themselves
and with the audience the
issues raised in the course of
the workshop.

"Look, kid, we're aware of the problems besetting our society. We're working on them."
from The PEAK

"We did not accept the fundamental distinction of the
trial—of law, of much of western civilization—that you can
only get to the truth by taking away a person's emotions."
Tom Hayden
CO. C pia" and' Coke' are repostered t,ada , rnaks which

Klant.ly only t ha P

Dan Kelleher
giorp■i
phenomena, with its .1Abi
.ic
w aun
of realities, the psychedelic
experience is dreadfully
incomprehensible to one
committed to a rational,
Protestant, achievement-oriented,
behaviorist, equilibrated,
con formist philosophy. But it
makes perfect sense to one who is
ready to experience the world in
terms of the Einsteinian
exponential view of the universe.
The psychedelic experience is
exquisitely effective preparation
for the inundation of data and the
problems to come."

distressing is this fact: the
instrumental inadequacy is not
e xternal but internal. The
whirling, speed-of-light, trackless
processes are properties of our

X Friday X
April 10
1- 3 p.m.
Hot- Dogs

Cool it. Things could be worse. You could
be out of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has
the refreshing taste you never get
tired of. That's why things go better with
Coke, after Coke, after Coke.

2 for 25¢
IN

Cellar 10
X

Rm. 10 SC

X

fortIod under

aothorIty of The Coto-Cola Company by PACIFIC COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.

•
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Jan. 1,'70

Jan. 15

Jan. 16

Jan. 20
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San Francisco cop
shot shortly after
midnight. First
dead of the 70s.
Champaign,
cop nearly burned
to death by fire
bombs thrown into
police station.
Prison
Soledad
guard beaten and
tossed down three
stories. Dead.
Two Los Angeles
cops each lose a
hand, investigating

a bomb.
Two New York
police
shot
in
Harlem "ambush."
Jan. 29 Boston cops
injured, protecting
S.I. H a y akawa
from 1,000 angry
people.
Lewisburg
6
Feb. 2
Federal Prison,
Pennsylvania,
guards injured, two
critically.
Several
police
Feb. 3
injured in Shaker
Ohio,
Heights,
of
bombing
municipal building.
Feb. 6 6 Los Angeles
deputies injured in
jail's "holding
tank."
Berkeley
Two
Feb. 13
police injured in
bombing of B.P.D.
parking lot.
5 San Francisco
Feb. 16
police injured in
bombing of Park
Street Station. One
dead.
Jan 26

Feb. 16

6 Berkeley police
injured
in street

Draft-Card
Turn-rn
Wednesday
Wednesday April 15 has been
selected as the day for the first
organized demonstration centered
around the concept of open
non-cooperation with the
Selective Service System in the
Tacoma area. On this day The
Resistance will sponsor a draft
card turn-in, an act in direct
opposition to the Draft Law.
At 4:00 pm the afternoon, at
Wrights Park, we will joij together
to fulfill our committments.
People who are not draftable may
join us by signing complicity
statements, which will be
provided, which declare that
person's willingness to support
Resestance which is also an act
punishable under the Selective
Service Law. High School age
people may join us by signing
non-registration statements
declaring their refusal to register
with the draft which is also an
illegal act.
If you have any questions
contact us the Resestance office,
319 So. 11th — BR 2-3876.

Chattisma
9,4tpottts
GIFTS BOUTIQUES
incense-jewelry - leather - tapestries

6th 8 Proctor

Special Production Assistance
Ted Groves
Design Consultant
Amy Vanvleck
Research Assistance
Earle McNeil
Brian Thompson
Floyd Davis

action
protesting
"Chicago 8" trial.
Feb. 17 Several Seattle
police injured in
street action.

SK 2-8900

METHODIST GROUP FLIGHT TO
LONDON

UPS Students, Faculty and Alumni

CLASSIFIED
Rates: Students, Faculty and
Clubs-3 lines 50c
Commercial 3 lines $1.00

ROOMMATE

Female roommate wanted to share an
apartment next fall. Prefer to move in
with person who is already renting an
apt. and needs a roommate next
September. Call Karen Scharff at Ext.
378.
TYPING

Typing,
experienced,
reasonable.
Fircrest area, call at LO 4-0859 or SK
2-5007.

World Campus Afloat
is a college that does more
than broaden horizons.
It sails to them and beyond.
Again in the 1970-71 academic year, the
accredited World Campus Afloat program of
Chapman College and its associated Colleges
and Universities will take qualified students,
faculty and staff into the world laboratory.
Chapman College currently is accepting
applications for both the fall and spring semesters.
Preliminary applications also may be made for
all future semesters.
Fall semesters depart New York aboard the
s.s. Ryndam for port stops in the Mediterranean
and Latin America, ending in Los Angeles. Spring
semesters circle the world from Los Angeles, stopping in Asia and Africa and ending at New York.
For a catalog and other information, complete
and mail the coupon below.
Art student Leana Leach of Long Beach
sketches ruins of once-buried city during
World Campus Afloat visit to Pompeii.

You'll be able to talk to a World Campus
Afloat representative and former students:
Sunday, April 12, 2 p.m.
University Tower
4507 Brooklyn N.E., Seattle, Washington
Denny Room

s.s. Ryndam is of Netherlands registry.
0006 WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
Director of Student Selection Services
MI
Chapman College. Orange, Calif. 92666

gO)

via PAN AMERICAN

Please send your catalog and any other facts I need to know.

Depart June 24, 1970 from Seattle
Return July 23, 1970 from London

First

Last Name

ROUNDTRIP FARE: $337.00

Campus Address

Rev. Chester Morgan
2220-61st, S.E.

Mercer Island, Wn.

Tacoma SK 9-1910
Seattle AD 2-0660

Zip

School

Zip

into should be sent to campus ❑ home ❑
approx. date

Until

I am interested in

Area Code

in

State

Home Phone (
Area Code

Street

Campus Phone (

Year

Street

Home Address
City

State

City

Phone Contacts:

Initial

Name of School

children half fare
Group Organizer

HOME INFORMATION

SCHOOL INFORMATION
Mr.
Miss
Mrs.

Approx. GPA on 4.0 Scale

❑

Fall Spring ❑

19

❑ I would like to talk to a representative of WORLD
CAMPUS AFLOAT

WC

A-4 /6

